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Following are the results of our review of the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) components' required reporting on conference spending to the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and the public.

Summary

1, 2013,

We reviewed whether, from October

to December

31, 2014,

DHS

components reported conference expenses to OIG and the public as required.
During this time period, DHS components reported
conferences they were required to report to OIG; of
reported within the required

15

28 (15 percent) of 187
the 28, 2 (7 percent) were

days. Based on conference expenses reported

in the first quarter of fiscal year (FY)

2015,

the components' compliance with

the reporting requirement is improving-the percentage of conferences reported
rose from

13

percent in FY

2014

to

30

percent in the first quarter of FY

For all but one conference with expenses exceeding

$100,000,

2015.

DHS published

conference expenditures on its website as required, but the public cannot
easily find this information. We made three recommendations to improve DHS
components' required reporting of conferences to OIG and the public. DHS
concurred with these recommendations and took responsive action; we
consider all three recommendations closed.

Background
As shown in the following table, between October

2014,
$20.3

DHS components hosted or attended

1,883

1, 2013,

and December

31,

conferences at a total cost of

million.
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Hosted
Attended

Number of conferences
490
1,393

Cost
$13.14 million
$ 7.16 million

Source: OIG analysis of DHS-provided data for component-reported
conference expenses between October 1, 2013, and December 31, 2014

DHS components have multiple requirements for reporting conference
expenses to the DHS Office of the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO), OIG, and the
public. According to the DHS Financial Management Policy Manual, DHS
components must report all conferences attended or hosted to the OCFO.
Events with $25,000 in travel costs or $10,000 in conference-hosting costs,
such as facility rental or equipment, require prior approval from the OCFO.
Under the Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2013 and
extended by the Continuing Appropriations Act, 2014 and the Consolidated and
Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2015, 1 within 15 days of hosting a
conference with costs exceeding $20,000, DHS must report to OIG the date of
the conference, its location, and the number of employees attending. Annually,
DHS must report to OIG more detailed information on conferences it hosted
during the fiscal year that had costs exceeding $100,000.
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requires that, for each conference
(hosted or attended) with expenses exceeding $100,000, DHS must annually
post in a dedicated place on its official website details of the costs and purpose
of the event. 2 According to General Services Administration guidance,
meetings, training, or other events that involve employee travel are considered
conferences. However, mission-related events to perform operational or
managerial activities are not reportable. 3
Key Issues
In FY 2014 and the first quarter of FY 2015, DHS components did not report all
conferences they were required to report to OIG. OCFO records show that in FY
2014 components hosted 428 conferences at a total estimated cost of $11.6
million. Of the 428 conferences, 164 had costs exceeding $20,000; therefore,
components should have reported them to OIG. However, components reported
only 21 (13 percent) of the 164 conferences. In the first quarter of FY 2015,
Public Law 113–6, Section 3003, Public Law 113-46, Section 119, and Public Law 113-235,
Section 739
2 OMB memorandum, Promoting Efficient Spending to Support Agency Operations (M-12-12),
May 11, 2012
3 GSA Bulletin, Clarification of Agency Reporting Requirements for Conferences (FTR 14-02),
December 13, 2013
1
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components hosted 62 conferences at an estimated cost of $1.55 million; 23 of
these should have been reported. Components reported 7 (30 percent) of the 23
conferences. 4
Of the 28 conferences reported to OIG in FY 2014 and the first quarter of FY
2015, 2 were reported within the legislatively required 15-day timeframe. In FY
2014, components reported 2 (10 percent) of 21 conferences within the
required timeframe. None of the 7 conferences reported in the first quarter of
FY 2015 were reported within 15 days.
In FY 2014, DHS reported on its website all but one conference it was required
to include in its public report. In FY 2014, DHS components hosted or attended
23 conferences costing more than $100,000. Of the 12 conferences it was
required to publicly report, DHS reported 11 (92 percent) on its website. DHS
was not required to include in its public report the remaining 11 conferences
because they were mission-related or for mission-critical training.
The public report is not accessible from DHS’ website. Although DHS is
complying with OMB regulations to report conference-related expenses
exceeding $100,000 on its website, at the time of our field work, the
information was not accessible without a specific direct link. When we tried to
navigate the public website, we could not access the conference reports.
Because the intent of this requirement is to make the information publicly
available, the OCFO should make this information accessible from the website.
We informed OCFO officials of this issue.
Explanations for Underreporting
According to the OCFO, officials know that some components are not
complying with the requirement to report to OIG. The OCFO surmised that
components may have been unaware of the CFO’s July 19, 2013 memorandum
reminding them about the 15-day reporting requirement. For example, TSA did
not realize that reporting to OIG was still an active requirement. On April 13,
2015, TSA emailed OIG explaining that the OCFO had recently clarified
reporting requirements; the component provided a list of conferences hosted,
attended, or planned for FY 2015: 28 conferences reported were past the 15day deadline, 5 were timely, and 19 were planned.

In the first quarter of FY 2015, components actually reported 11 conferences to OIG, but the
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) reported 4 based on estimated costs that met the
reporting threshold, and the actual costs fell below the threshold.
4
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OCFO officials also said the requirement that components report to OIG within
15 days of holding a conference is problematic because components may not
know the final conference cost in that timeframe. Therefore, components may
not know whether the conference costs meet the reporting threshold.
The OCFO’s Efforts to Improve Components’ Reporting
According to OCFO officials, they are taking steps to improve components’
conference reporting, as well as compliance with reporting requirements. For
example, to ensure data integrity, beginning with FY 2014 data, the OCFO’s
Risk Management and Assurance Division will audit the information
components provide to the OCFO to ensure submitted conference expense
information is complete and supported by documentation. This office already
audits packages that components submit for review and approval to attend or
host conferences.
To improve reporting, as of January 2015, the Conference Attendance Tool 5
requires components to attest they reported hosted conferences with costs
exceeding $20,000 to OIG within 15 days, and if not, explain why. However, the
tool does not require components to submit documentation proving they have
notified OIG. The tool also does not allow users to distinguish between
conferences reported to OIG after 15 days and conferences they did not report
at all. We suggested improvements to the tool to OCFO officials, which they
agreed would enhance their oversight of components’ reporting.
OIG received DHS’ annual report on conferences it hosted in FY 2013 with
costs exceeding $100,000 in November 2014, more than a year after the end of
the fiscal year. As of May 1, 2015, OIG had not received the annual report for
FY 2014. Although the Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act,
2013 does not specify a deadline for providing these annual reports to OIG,
DHS should be timelier in its reporting. Because the information is similar,
OCFO officials said they plan to issue future reports to OIG by January 31,
when the OMB-required annual report is due.
Recommendations
We recommend that the Chief Financial Officer: (1) ensure components
understand the requirement to report conference expenditures exceeding
$20,000 to OIG within 15 days; (2) update the Conference Attendance Tool to
ensure components include evidence they have reported required conference
The Conference Attendance Tool is a web-based conference reporting and approval system the
OCFO uses to track, approve, and oversee components’ conference expenditures.
5
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expenditures to OIG and enable OCFO officials to distinguish late from
unreported conferences; and (3) ensure conference reports on the DHS website
are accessible to the public.
Management Comments and OIG Analysis
We received DHS’ written comments, which are included at the end of this
report. In addition, we received technical comments from the OCFO and
incorporated these into the report where appropriate. DHS concurred with all
three recommendations and provided documentation of actions taken to
address each. Specifically, on July 2, 2015, the Under Secretary for
Management sent a memorandum to all component heads reminding them of
the OIG reporting requirement. OCFO officials also modified the Conference
Attendance Tool to require components to provide evidence they reported
conference expenditures to OIG as required. Lastly, DHS updated the website
so users can navigate to the annual conference report from the DHS homepage.
These actions are responsive to the intent of the recommendations, which are
resolved and closed. No further reporting is necessary.
Methodology
Our scope included conferences hosted or attended between October 1, 2013,
and December 31, 2014. The OCFO provided 585 requests to host conferences
and 1,393 conference attendance reports for this timeframe from its systems.
We did not audit this data. We excluded 95 redundant or obsolete conference
hosting requests, resulting in a universe of 490 hosted conferences. We used
actual costs to identify conferences that met reporting thresholds. When actual
costs were unavailable, we used estimated costs.
We reviewed emailed conference reports OIG received from components to
determine which conferences components reported and whether the reporting
was timely. To determine whether conferences were reported as required, we
reviewed the OMB-required annual public report, which we accessed using a
direct link the OCFO provided. We spoke with OCFO officials responsible for
approving, monitoring, and auditing components’ conference expenditure
requests and reports. We also spoke with OIG officials responsible for routing
and compiling component conference reporting.
We conducted this review under the authority of the Inspector General Act of
1978, as amended, and according to the Quality Standards for Inspection and
Evaluation issued by the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and
Efficiency.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND COPIES
To view this and any of our other reports, please visit our website at: www.oig.dhs.gov.
For further information or questions, please contact Office of Inspector General Public Affairs
at: DHS-OIG.OfficePublicAffairs@oig.dhs.gov. Follow us on Twitter at: @dhsoig.

OIG HOTLINE
To report fraud, waste, or abuse, visit our website at www.oig.dhs.gov and click on the red
"Hotline" tab. If you cannot access our website, call our hotline at (800) 323-8603, fax our
hotline at (202) 254-4297, or write to us at:
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Inspector General, Mail Stop 0305
Attention: Hotline
245 Murray Drive, SW
Washington, DC 20528-0305

